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The Identity Check Nov 27 2019
The Minions of Avooblis Dec 29 2019 Dagdron, Earl, Elloriana, and Lita have set out on their own to fulfill their first quests, but the threat of Avooblis still
looms large over the land. As the four adventurers use their unique skills to assist their respective quest cities, they soon find that Mazannanan’s reach extends
much farther than they expected. In addition to an obsessed mayor, arguing barons, a devilish familiar, and an annoying village girl, who won’t stop talking,
they must battle to stop the Minions of Avooblis. With the help and hindrance of friends and enemies from the Adventurers’ Academy, each of the adventurers
is put to the test as they realize that if they fail in their quests, their hopes of ever becoming heroes may come to a nightmarish end because the entire land may
be on the brink of ruin if Avooblis is released from Wendahl’s net.
A Touch of Magic Mar 12 2021 What's a young mage to do in a land where magic is illegal, and the penalty is death? At the age of fourteen, Randall Miller is
surprised to learn that he has the talent--for magic! Tricked into apprenticeship by a powerful Mage, Randall is forced to leave everything he knows behind.
When his mentor is killed by Aiden, head of the secret police, he flees for his life, stumbling from one misadventure into another. Teaming up with a trio of
greedy traders and a capricious imp along the way, Randall must learn to master his budding power, or die at the hands of the Rooks!
Ultra-Boiled Jun 14 2021 Ultra-Boiled is a collection of 23 stories about the evil men do, and they're often told in the voice of the evil-doer. Gary Lovisi has a
knack for the tough edge of literature, spending his life immersed in the paperback world of Brooklyn, and in these stories, hand-picked for their disturbance
factor, he shows you what ULTRA-BOILED really means. Gary talks about his life in crime in an introduction.
The Imperfection of Being Mar 31 2020 Peter Smith sets about his normal daily routine only to find his day, his world and his whole life turned upside down
as a series of rather unfortunate events; unravel around him. Unfortunately for them he also drags three relative strangers into it all, as his problems go from bad
to worse and Peter goes from being rather annoyed to near insanity. Things all start to go wrong when he has to avoid a meeting at work and gets cajoled into a
bar, gets in a fight, gets taken to hospital, gets sacked from his job, promptly arrested, loses his girlfriend gets her back only to lose her again and then dies in a
car accident along with his three newly found and quite annoyed, colleagues. That's just the beginning of his day, as the afterlife has a few other things on offer
for him and his new acquaintances. All this and I have not even told you about the gossiping girlfriends, the mad inebriated sailors or even the woodlice and
their overall part in the proceedings.

Searching Civilization Aug 17 2021 After leaving an abusive ex, Andy Daniels heads back to Las Vegas to reunite with Earl, the love of her life, only to find
him gone. Devastated from losing him, she realizes her life holds for her several choices -return to her burnout hippie days at Berkley, succumb to society
expectations with a suitable companion, or hold onto her faith in love and wait for her lost love to return. Andy choses the latter. To her friends, Andy's clinging
to love seems futile and even a little pathetic, yet no one seems to be able to deter her. As the years pass, Andy's love grows past her lover. She learns to
appreciate the love of friendship, coworkers, neighbors and everyone who crosses her path, but mostly she learns to love herself. Her love grows to such epic
levels that she simply cannot help to be a magnet and attract what she desires most of all-the love she lost so many years ago.
Edge of Civilization Mar 24 2022 Earl Hollsopple lived on the edge of civilization in a deserted shack for nearly forty years. His life was one beautiful night of
stargazing after another, until a helicopter flies overhead, and exposing his meager world. It is a sign; it is time for him to return to civilization Unknowingly,
Earl's journey parallels another he had deeply repressed, and that is his return from the Vietnam War. The lone survivor of a plane crash, Earl waits for rescue
that never comes. He is left to find his way home alone. On his quests, old Earl and young Earl learn lessons of survival, overcoming isolation and handling
conflicts; his travels teach him not just about himself, but humankind. Reaching pivotal points in both journeys, Earl meets fateful loves, leading to destinies that
are ultimately intertwined. Everything in life circles until we are able to answer the riddles that plaque man and humanity. Only until we take the journey, solve
the problems of our own existence, do we find our way home.
The Howl of Avooblis Dec 09 2020 Dagdron Obor and Earl Valorington have moved on from the Arches of Avooblis, and Earl has big plans to spend the
summer preparing for their third and final year at the Adventurers’ Academy. But then Dagdron’s dad disappears, the sinister and powerful Backer attacks them,
and Wendahl gives them a quest to rescue Dagdron’s mom from Avooblis. Dagdron and Earl join with their academy companions, Elloriana Loftloomburg and
Lita Valk, to search out Mazannanan’s secret treasure all while trying to stay off the radar of Headmaster Gwauldron and uncover the identity of the Backer.
Along the way they realize that a traitor may very well be among them and that they might not survive to become full-fledged adventurers after all. Book 3 in
the Adventurers' Academy Series.
The Inhuman Condition Jun 22 2019 Presents five horror tales, including a bloody parable of the body in revolt, a conundrum centered in a piece of string, a
fable of Hell on Earth, a story of an unholy coupling of the living and the dead, and a vision of depravity.
Moonshine Memories Feb 29 2020 For 25 years, Tom Allison was a revenuer, a federal agent charged with enforcement of the nation’s laws on taxation of
liquor. His territory was the hills, hollows and deep woods of Alabama, and his quarry was the illegal whiskey makers. Allison remembers the stake-outs in the
brush, the undercover assignments, the long waits to catch the distillery operators red-handed, and, of course, the chases as he and his fellow treasury agents ran
down fleeing moonshiners in the dark of night. While Allison is a natural story-teller, the characters who populate this history are too strange to be fiction.
Perhaps the only thing more striking than the ignorance of many of the moonshiners is the craftiness of some others.
The Review of Reviews Sep 29 2022
Rolicking City Police May 26 2022 This is one insane and funny ride through Northern Manitoba. - Rolicking City Citizen Hysterically funny, off beat and just
a d**n good time! - Northern Copper Review Staff Sergeant Jeans says it with humor, flair and remarkable style! - CNIT Radio Staff Sergeant Earl Jeans in
command of the Rolicking City Police (RCP) remains tormented by senior police management, local politicians and departmental issues. Pills and whiskey wont
solve everything but Earl is willing to give them a try. Detective Kate OMalley complements Earls rough demeanor every step of the way. Kate is as quick with
a head shot to the psyche as Earl is with a shot to the groin. In October 2009, everything stable in the mining community of Rolicking City, Manitoba changed in
a matter of weeks. The murder of a local drug dealer 8 Ball is tied into the greater specter of organized crime. A sordid maze has weaved itself within the
Rolicking street people. Earl and Kate are spun sideways into yet another investigation. The RCP is quickly reined in by the District Office. Saluting by the flag
of political correctness stands Superintendent Thompson. Oddly, Thompsons management insight is seemingly derived from the mystical powers of his
corporate icon. Are Earl and Kate truly on the right path or are they instead, caught up in their own deadly game? Drugs, guns or twisted confidencemaybe the

answer lies quietly beneath the crime?
The Rifters Box Collection Books 1-3 Oct 19 2021 A monstrous secret hides in the backwoods of a remote western town—a portal connecting our world to
forty-two other universes. The visitors—most would call them terrifying—often have devastating effects. Their destruction hasn’t been intentional… until lately.
The usual band of protectors, The Rifters, defend us with daring and weapons built from coils, gears, and crystals, which is no longer enough. Earth’s survival
depends on an outlaw from 1888 and a librarian with a knack for ghosts. The Rifters Box Set includes: The Rifters, The Initiate, and The Reader. The Rifters:
Daelin Long moves to Settler, Oregon, after being laid off from her job and robbed at gunpoint in New York City. County librarian isn’t her dream job, but she’s
excited to reconnect with her younger sister. Only, her sister is missing and there’s a phantom stealing heads. The town is plain weird and gets worse when
Daelin stumbles upon its deepest secrets. The Initiate: Daelin Long joins the Rifters in hopes of finding her lost sister. Instead, she finds a swarm of killer bees
like no other. These bees start off as pebbles and sting like fire. Her first lesson is to trust her fellow Rifters absolutely. Daelin does, but they can’t trust her. She
has her sister’s secrets to keep. The Reader: Daelin Long rises in the ranks of the Rifters. The rift closes for the season, and Daelin worries over her sister stuck
on the other side. With the rift closed, the town should be quiet. Only, it’s not. Dead people are coming to life, and those who should be around are missing.
Daelin and the Rifters must figure out how to fight a monster without the energy of the rift to power their weapons.
Orchids in New Zealand May 14 2021 What would you do if you lost everything that meant the world to you? Sisters Meghan and Anabelle Orchid are faced
with making a life altering decision; rebuild the lives they lost or make new ones. While making final arrangements to take one last trip to salvage their careers,
the sisters encounter romance, and unexpectedly find themselves in a fight for their lives. Will they lose everything or gain more than they expected ... In this
romantic adventure, the fight to stay alive becomes more important than losing each other.
Time to Move On Sep 25 2019 Husband and wife Darius and Patricia are about to go on a journey that neither are prepared for. Patricia’s parents, Earl Daniels
and Sarah Hawthorne, harbor secrets that threaten their prestige in the community and the fragile state of their family. While scandal and mayhem is on the
brink, will the families be able to extinguish the fires that develop along the way? Past mistakes will come back to haunt them and hate mixed with desperation
becomes a lethal combination. When things begin to fall apart, will each person be able to hold on, or is it time to move on?
In Angels' Arms Feb 08 2021 D. J. O'Connor had spent most of his adult life trying to find two Union Army officers that his family had assigned to have been
from the ranks of the heavenly host because of help that they had provided to members of the family during the Civil War. Both men had done God's work on
earth to benefit not only his family but the whole idea of the greater good. Following a clue, DJ went to a home in Biscay, Colorado, where he was welcomed by
the family of not only Second Lieutenant Devon W. Labatte, the man he had been told he would find there but the late Major Dr. Earl Townsend, the other
officer he had been looking for. The family invited DJ to sit with them to watch over Devon while he slept because they knew that his time was near. As he was
seeing the man that he had so much appreciation, DJ's curiosity was racing. Surveying the room, DJ saw the evidence of a life well spent with tokens of travel
and remembrances of special people and events. One special event was remembered in a very large painting with both men's families along with three other
families, and on a small table near the bed was the photograph that the painter had used as a guide. DJ asked about the painting and how all the people in it had
become intertwined into one family. For the rest of the day, DJ listened intensely to the story of how these two men who had been raised in different parts of the
country and with very different financial backgrounds had overcome many obstacles, lived through the war, become friends, fought inner demons, and raised
their families together, all the time treating everyone with respect and giving assistance to others as second nature.
In the Line of Duty Aug 29 2022 All of your favorite characters return to thrill and excite in this continuing story of good triumphing over evil and love over
hate. A beautiful home, a loving husband and lots of friends and family. What more could a girl ask for? For Emma, absolutely nothing! After being kidnapped
and rescued by her hero husband Earl Solano, Emma is trying to put the past behind her and enjoy her good fortune. But frightening nightmares plague her
nights. An unknown menace hovers over her in these dreams and turns into reality when she is snatched again. A note in the mail box is the only link they have
to this new evil. He doesn't want money, but vengeance! He wants Emma dead, and to lead our heroes down memory lane to find him and save Emma's life if

they can. Earl's world is turned upside down when he discovers that his lady love is in the clutches of a maniac. He's got to put his feelings aside to solve the
puzzle and rescue his wife. Earl and Paul must race against time, put their skills to work and do the impossible to triumph over evil again.
Second Chance a Western Adventure Aug 05 2020 In the spring of 1896, Rachael, just shy of her twentieth birthday, boards a train destined to a remote cattle
ranch in Oregon for a prearranged employment position. An arrangement made by a guilt-ridden wife who could no longer tolerate her husband's forceful
adulterous actions upon their young housemaid. Seizing the opportunity of his wife's intervention, he demands that Rachael take his two young illegitimate
children with her on her journey west; if she wants her father to remain alive. Traveling west from Brockport, New York, Rachael undertakes her first
assignment from her new boss, the ranch owner. She will be required to transact business in a man's world by overseeing the loading of supplies and freight
along the train route. Her third business stop, Rock Springs, Wyoming, brings her face to face with four members of her new employer, three brothers and the
ranch foreman. Overwhelmed, she unconsciously turns to one brother for security, beginning his commitment to her.During the next decade of hard work,
Rachael struggles to bury her past. Her new family, the Prestons and their bunkhouse crew, give her an optimistic appreciation of life as she learns there are no
social boundaries in the West. By including her in all the daily trials and tribulations of ranch life, cattle roundups, hunting, procuring and preserving their food
supply, expanding families, and celebrating holidays, Rachael learns to live and trust again. She receives her second chance.
The Cistern of Avooblis Apr 12 2021 The skeleton walkers are loose in the land, Wendahl has gone missing, and the threat of Avooblis breaking free grows
stronger every day. As adventurers, Dagdron and Earl set out to face the dangers on a quest to discover the dark past of Mazannanan’s clan and the secrets
surrounding an ancient cistern. Elloriana and Lita embark on their own adventure, which leads them along the hidden path to uncover Wendahl’s mysterious
past. As the adventurers delve deeper and deeper into an understanding of what Mazannanan has in store for the land with Avooblis’s power, their quest appears
more and more hopeless. But as they come together as rogue, warrior, enchantress, and lady warrior, they realize they just might have a chance to prevent their
eyes from being plucked from the sockets and stop evil from spreading across the entire land.
Dead End Nov 19 2021 It's October 31st...Halloween night, a bitterly cold wind has made the autumn dark night air wickedly, frigidly damp and uncomfortably
raw. Hanging high up over head an eerie full moon mysteriously glares down over the small, quiet northern New England rural town of Bridge falls in
anticipation...as if welcoming the horrors of the night to come! Engulfed by thick, giant and freakish looking trees, the Connelly house hauntingly sits, tucked all
alone at the very end, strangely nestled within the monstrous forest. As a rough, brisk wind wildly rustles down the dark and deserted dead end road of Pumpkin
Drive the Connelly house waits patiently in the thick, blackness of the night for it's guests to arrive! For Jack Ridges and five other unlucky contestants who
replied to an intriguing and mysterious add on line, looking for six participants to spend the night in the Connelly house on Halloween night. A night they
jokingly assumed was going to be a night of corny pranks and cheap scares turns into a terrifying night of blood drenched nightmares and horrors of
unimagineable demonic proportions! Trapped inside of the old Connelly house Jack and the others must find a way out before the blood thirsty, demonic spirit
of William Connelly finds them first!
Unremarkable in Light Aug 24 2019 Unremarkable In Light Do you believe the old adage that whatever does not kill you will make you stronger? Earl
believes this but his belief has never been put to any challenge until now. This is Earl's story of resiliance and recovery. He is a grown man now but as a child
Earl's abusive step father came very close to ending his young life. The abuses and long healed scars that Earl and his mother suffered then still haunt him today
more than thirty years later. This is the story of how even the most quiet voice has a story of triumph to share. From those dark days of his youth until now Earl
has lived a simple and solitary life. He lives alone, has a few good friends, and has always worked his same job with quiet diligence. Earl's quiet and undisturbed
life is about to take a turn. Family friend Ben is having some very troubled times of his own. Ben is the son of the woman who salvaged Earl's own childhood so
many years earlier. Ben has no choice but to turn to his friend Earl for help. Is Earl strong enough to be of help to Ben? Can his own childhood and adult
experiences guide him to help Ben and Ben's young son James through this turmoil that they are now facing? Can he let go of his deep want for seclusion in his
isolated lifestyle and let them in? Earl and Ben and James boldly forge a new future together and find comfort through past shadows that have brought them to

this uncertain present. Only from their darkest moments are they able to find strength and to envision the remarkable future they may have ahead together. This
is a story of recovery from the unseen scars of childhood which can last long into adulthood. More than that it is a story of the whispered triumph of the love that
binds people together to become family.
The Neal Barrett Jf. Off-the-Wall Trilogy Nov 07 2020 Three complete novels in one volume from a master of dark noir and comic mystery... PINK VODKA
BLUES Russell Murray is the editor of a literary magazine in Chicago. He drinks way too much. And he's in big trouble when he wakes up in a hotel room with
a beautiful woman just before two men come into the room and kill her. They try to kill Murray, too, but he gets away. Things never slow down after that.
Wanted for murder, Murray winds up in a detox center in Wisconsin. He escapes along with a beautiful redhead named Sherry Lou Wynn. One of his many
problems is that he has no memory of where he's been or what he's done. He and Sherry Lou try to stay alive while being pursued around the country by
homicidal goons, including the murderous Wacker twins and a blue-haired, tennis-shoe wearing granny with an Uzi. Bones Pinelli wants his briefcase back, by
golly, and he doesn't care who dies as long as he gets it. DEAD DOG BLUES Nothing ever happens in Pharaoh, Texas... Drunks and missing auto parts headline
the local crime wave until a barking dead dog shows up in millionaire Max Coomer's backyard. Then Coomer himself is discovered frosty cold and very dead,
running for fame and glory forever down the gridiron at Pharaoh High. That's just the beginning of the mayhem that erupts in a sleepy Texas town — and the
start of temporary constable Jack Track's nightmarish pursuit of a maniac who doesn't like anyone in Pharaoh, Texas. There are enough bizarre characters in
Dead Dog Blues to convince any reader to steer clear of small towns. There's Jack's best friend, Earl Murphy, a black man who made a fortune on Wall Street
and sleeps in his white Aston-Martin Lagonda by Jack's creek. There's George, the catfish mogul, and cheery funeral director Eddie Trost —plus an evergrowing cast of the local missing and dead. Jack is content with lovely Cecily Benét, the frozen-yogurt queen, until Max Coomer's widow, Millie Jean, decides
to fan the flames of her high-school romance with Jack — an affair that turns into double trouble when Millies jailbait daughter, Smoothy, takes a run at Jack
herself. BAD EYE BLUES Dinner with gorgeous aeronautical engineer Claire de Mer holds the promise of heavenly bliss for Wiley Moss — until two manic
mobsters toss him on a cross-country bus and shuffle him off to Idaho. Hey, no big deal. All Vinnie "Spuds" DeMarco wants from Wiley, who earns his living
making illustrations of insects for the Smithsonian Institution, is "semi-decent pitchas — no smut — "of his eighteen resident cuties, naturally named the
Spudettes. Nice work if you can get it, only Wiley can't seem to find the time for romance and art. Someone's knocking off the hoods at the Mount Vincent High
Country Lodge and Whitewater Resort — someone with an attitude who wants everybody dead.
Haunted Apr 24 2022 Newlyweds move into their dream house in a nice neighborhood. However, their dream house reveals something more than they ever
anticipated.
Lost Blood Jan 22 2022 Simon Fisher and Roderick Hughes have just watched Ian Kemp die at the hands of the cartel. Now they have forty-eight hours to find
a beautiful woman for their cartel boss, or they will pay the ultimate price with their lives-all while hiding a dark secret about Kemp, a victim of lost blood. For
America and the rest of the world, the threat of nuclear war has passed, thanks to John Raven and Unit Expendable. Unfortunately for Raven, his last mission
was one time too many. Now his son and elite Green Beret, John Weller-Raven, is on what he thinks will be a simple mission with his fiancée, Louise, to give
the parents of another man killed in the mission his belongings and a photograph of Unit Invincible. But after Weller-Raven is accused of arson and jailed, the
president of the United States steps in to secure his release-just as the sheriff secretly discusses a daring plan with a terrorist group. As Weller-Raven joins Unit
Expendable to track, seek, and kill, he continues a retaliatory rampage that leads him straight to Fisher and a rescue mission that tests him in ways he never
imagined. Lost Blood is the continuing tale of a son's quest to complete his father's mission as he realizes just how dangerous it is to possess lost blood with a
vengeance.
Terrorist Jun 02 2020 In the not to distant future, a nuclear weapon has destroyed the United States’ electronics infrastructure and created a new culture of
chaos. Everyone is now mandated to be micro-chipped, and those refusing will not only be branded a terrorist, but they’ll likely pay with their life. Christianity
and Martial Law collide, as a group of mavericks refuse to give up their liberties. This is their story...

Madison's Children (Mills & Boon Cherish) (The Belles of Texas, Book 2) Jun 26 2022 A smart person knows when to accept her lot in life.
Toward the Sunrising Jul 16 2021 With New Orleans as their destination, Cheney Duvall and her nurse, Shiloh Irons, leave behind the glittering lights of New
York City and travel first to Charleston, South Carolina, intending to stay for only a short time. But the purpose of their stop immediately draws them into the
plight of this war-torn Southern city, in the painful throes of Reconstruction and carpetbagger policies after the Civil War. As Cheney and Shiloh are embroiled
in the political, social, and economic troubles that plague the city, they also are drawn into events related to the beginnings of the Knights of the White Rose, a
fraternal order of white supremacists. Cheney and Rissy, her companion, find that they may not only be involved in social conflicts—their very lives are in
danger!
Danny Dread Sep 17 2021 You know how it is when your dad's an evil super villain? OK, so maybe you don't, but Danny does. As heir to the Dread dynasty,
he's expected to carry on the family business of kidnapping world leaders, maiming innocent bystanders, and brainwashing sharks. You know, general evil stuff.
The problem is, achieving world domination isn't Danny's idea of fun. In fact, he'd much rather be saving the planet than enslaving it. But when Dad Dread
hatches his most diabolical scheme yet, Danny realizes that to defeat evil, he's going to have to start thinking evil . . .
The Heart Stone of Avooblis Feb 20 2022 Dagdron, Earl, Elloriana, and Lita’s adventure has finally led them to Avooblis’s homeland. With nothing but lava as
far as the eye can see, the adventurers set off on the perilous journey in search of the Heart Stone of Avooblis. Desolate terrain and ferocious creatures await
them around every turn, and they discover ominous memory portals defended by mysterious guardians. As the adventurers face the terrifying past of the land
where Avooblis came to be, they must face an unknown traitor, an entrancing humming, and a rumbling volcano. And on top of everything, each day that passes
they’re haunted by the realization that even if they fulfill their quest, they might never be able to make it back to their own land before Avooblis destroys it like
he did his own.
Sarah's DOWREE Jul 28 2022 "Words put in order that tell a story of two travel agents: Sarah and Lukas. Also, they are aliens."--Back cover
The Flood: A Kidnapping Psychological Crime Thriller Jan 10 2021 Tightly plotted and deliriously wicked, this intense and suspenseful nail-biter will leave you
breathless. Fans of Blake Pierce and Carolyn Kepnes will love The Flood. Seven people. A locked storm shelter. Inevitable starvation. What could you do to
survive? Victoria Larson and her husband, Chad, are sitting on their rooftop, waiting for the end. For three days, they’ve watched their coastal Louisiana town
turn into a lake, battered by an unprecedented series of hurricanes. With the levees obliterated, the waters rise higher and higher—the next storm is sure to
swallow their house whole. Just when all hope seems lost, a rescue boat emerges through the driving rain; a woman named Windy plucks them from their roof
and motors them to a waterproof bunker—to safety. There, with a ragtag group of other evacuees, Victoria and Chad bed down and prepare to wait out the
storms. But it isn’t long before Victoria notices a few things seem…off. The concrete bunker has a door that locks from the outside. Many of the boxes of food
don’t contain food at all. The bottles of water smell like rubbing alcohol. And everyone in the group has a secret; even Victoria’s own estranged husband seems
to have known their captor prior to making the trek to the shelter. And some of her fellow evacuees are far too intent on defending the woman who locked them
in this dungeon. Are they really storm victims like Victoria? Or are they accomplices in a sick game? One thing is certain: none of them will survive if they
can’t find something to eat. And if the stories the others tell about Windy are any indication, Victoria suspects their captor’s plans are far more evil than simply
watching them die of malnourishment. The blade Windy gave her is proof enough of that. And it won’t be long until starvation devours the last of Victoria’s
sanity. “Intense. Feral. Deliciously unhinged.” ~Bestselling Author Kristen Mae *** KEYWORDS: female protagonist, kidnapping, noir, drama, locked up,
audio, serial killer thriller audiobooks, trapped with strangers mystery, psychological thriller, storm thriller, female protagonist, held captive by psychopath
book, serial killer novels, female serial killer, amateur sleuths, whodunnit mystery, whodunit thriller, psychological suspense, suspense fiction, suspense book,
nail biting fiction, nail biter mysteries, small town thriller, dark crime, vigilante justice, edge of your seat suspense, revenge, vengeance, mystery suspense
thriller stories, noir, noir thriller, crime noir, crime, noir, gritty detective novels, crime thrillers, crime fiction, gritty mysteries, psychological thriller books, nailbiter, intense mystery, suspense fiction, family drama, dark and suspenseful

Diamond's Pearl Jan 28 2020 Diamond always felt she had to have a man in her bed, it didn't matter whose man, as long as they kept her sexually satisified.
Diamond had a baby at a young age and her mother didn't allow her to do anything but take care of her daughter, Nikki. Once Diamond moved out she went
buck wild and was sleeping with anything that looked like a stick and was given more than she bargained for. She was given several chances, she even moved to
Ohio for a better life, but will she learn?
The Earls of the Village Oct 31 2022
Life During Wartime: Stories Jul 24 2019 A blackjack 21 of stories of people caught up in crime, facing bleak horrors, or spun in the whirlpool of human
absurdity, this collects the best stories of Thomas Pluck. Take a ride on the neuter scooter in “The Big Snip”, selected as one of the best crime stories of 2016.
Follow a mountain man who’s not what he seems into a snowbound frontier town where evil has sunk its claws. Dine at the most exclusive restaurant in New
York, where “Eat the Rich” takes on a whole new meaning. And meet Denny the Dent, a hulking 350 pounds of muscle who wouldn’t harm a fly…but who’ll
glad crush a bully’s skull. And read the Jay Desmarteaux yarn that takes off where Bad Boy Boogie ends. Read the stories readers call “hard-hitting bombs” full
of “gut punches and belly laughs”…and be ready to get Plucked. Praise for Thomas Pluck: “Thomas Pluck is a crime writer to watch. Steeped in the genre’s
grand tradition but with heart and bravado all his own, his writing is lean, smart and irresistibly compelling.” —Megan Abbott, author of You Will Know Me
and Queenpin “He writes those quick, hard-hitting bombs as well or better than anybody on the scene today. Keep ’em coming.” —Wayne Dundee, author of
the Joe Hannibal PI series and creator of Hardboiled Magazine “If you don’t know who Thomas Pluck is, you will soon enough. His short fiction is all over the
internet and he combines jabs of clever humor with full-impact gut shots.” —Johnny Shaw, author of Dove Season and Big Maria
What the Wine-sellers Buy Plus Three Dec 21 2021 The four Milner plays collected here -Checkmates, What the Wine-Sellers Buy, Jazz-Set, and Urban
Transition -are characterized by their attention to African American social and psychological culture.
Dust Oct 07 2020 A small town with big secrets sits simmering in the summer heat. A town that will soon face the horror of what they have been hiding with
truly explosive consequences. "Dust" is the story of a day in the life of a small town that has been hiding its secrets for so long that they have begun to fester.
Now, they are about to explode.
A Time to Go Home May 02 2020
Tilted Oct 26 2019 Tilted is book 3 in the adult Bonded shapeshifter series. Where is Gage? The Panther Industries Security Division scours storefront cameras
and satellite data, hoping to get a fix on his location. Gage’s bank account pings when he withdraws a large amount of cash, but the Division still can’t find him.
They speculate that his ongoing silence has something to do with his recent head injury. Four days after his disappearance, a shifter recognizes Gage in a biker
bar in Arkansas, and reports back to Roman. Soon, Gage’s closest friends and a team of commandos fly to Arkansas to retrieve him. Gage doesn’t recognize
anyone. He finds himself being hauled out of the bar, shoved into a helicopter, and loaded onto a jet. Dr. Tanner determines Gage has TBI: Traumatic Brain
Injury caused by a concussion. The doctor and Mr. Tran, the herbalist begin treatment immediately. Gage is less than cooperative with everyone except Eddie.
He adores her. She talks to him about his eagle—he scoffs at the notion he is anything other than human. Ari receives a special delivery letter from an attorney.
She meets with the attorney and discovers that her Uncle Charles—whom she never knew existed—has passed away. Her uncle left his entire estate to Ari.
Sherm reaches out to the royals in a panic. His mother and grandmother are coming to visit. They bring news that shocks Sherm and everyone else. His entire
life tilts. The translations of the journals and big books continue. The shifter world grows more organized and unified.
The Beckoning World Sep 05 2020 "The Beckoning World is set in the first quarter of the twentieth century, and follows Earl Dunham from the age of twelve
to his early fifties. We meet him as a boy about to flee his abusive coal miner-father, for a life in the world, the beckoning world, which he's sure - and it's the
only thing he's sure of -- will take him lyrically away from the one in which he's lived. And so, having fled, he traces the Midwest's bituminous seams, resuming
the work he's known, his weeks comprised of six days mining coal and, from early spring until sometime in late fall, Sundays in the light, playing baseball.
Camp teams, pick-up games, all that matters to Earl is that he plays, that he pitches, and gets ever better at it. Until, a day of high serendipity, a major-league

scout happens on a game, signs Earl to a contract and he begins a life, a dream he'd had no idea was a life a man could dream. But dreams sometimes suffer from
a lovely abundance, and in Earl's case her name is Emily Marchand. She's a dreamer in her own right, but of a vastly different sort, a beautiful young woman
who's also set out on an adventure, one that's both like and unlike his, to "learn some things about the world". When she meets Earl she soon discovers that the
world she wants to learn about is him. Their love is quickly deep, and coming with it are heartbreaking complications that make its growth, its textured world,
appear impossible"-Cheshire Grim Jul 04 2020 Book Delisted
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